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ABSTRACT
A numerical technique for the solution of the 
Quantum Liouville equation is discussed which is 
expected to be useful for mixed states describing highly 
excited many body systems.
The equation is represented in phase-space, where 
the density operator becomes the Wigner function. The 
Liouville operator which determines its time evolution, 
separates into a classical and quantum term. When the 
Wigner function varies slowly in momentum, the quasi- 
classical approximation is valid in which one keeps only 
the first order quantum term in the Liouville equation.
The Wigner function is represented by a sample set 
of gaussian smeared points. In an iterative time 
development scheme, the points are propagated first 
along a classical phase-space trajectory, which is then 
followed by a quantum development. The latter is 
represented by a stochastic process incorporated into 
the numerical procedure as a generalized Markovian 
process.
This method is numerically tested for an anharmonic 
quartic potential. The contours of the Wigner function 
at different time intervals are compared with the purely 
classical and exact results. It is seen that it provides 
a definite improvement over the purely classical 
approximation. Various averages are also compared and 
sources of error discussed.
In addition it was discovered that intermediate 
mixed states show a 'quantum focussing' effect, wherein 
the function peaks to values greater than the original 
maximum. This quantum-mechanical effect did not appear 
in the pure case, and dissappears because of Liouville's 
theorem for highly mixed states which are essentially 
classical. There are other numerical schemes, which 
treat the points as moving in an effective potential, 
wherein the points retain their identity. These again by 
Liouville's theorem cannot show this focussing effect.
X
SOLUTION TO QUANTUM LIOUVILLE EQUATION IN PHASE SPACE
■VIA A STOCHASTIC PROCESS
Chapter 1
Introduction
It is of fundamental interest to study the time 
development of complex quantum mechanical systems. A 
convenient formulation for this purpose may be made in 
phase space by the Wigner-Weyl representation,1-7 where 
the quantum mechanical state and operators are 
represented as joint functions of co-ordinate and 
momentum variables. Not only does this formalism yield 
expressions which may be directly compared with 
classical mechanics, but these are also most suited to 
deal with quantum mechanical states which are highly 
mixed . In this thesis it is our purpose to develop an 
approximate numerical technique in the Wigner(Weyl) 
formalism, applicable to the study of the time evolution 
of mixed states.
Mixed states occur typically in many body systems 
where the energy eigenstates are closely spaced, and one 
can only deal with averages over a distribution of pure 
states known only via a probability distribution (see 
appendix 1 for an explanation of pure and mixed states). 
The wigner representation of these mixed states in phase
2
space are slowly varying functions of the coordinates . 
For functions with slow variation in momentum 
coordinates, it will be shown that the equation of 
motion, when expanded in increasing powers of momentum 
derivatives, converges towards the classical limit. 
Systems where the momentum variation of the function is 
so slow, that the first order quantum correction is 
sufficient for the description of its time evolution, 
will be termed quasi-classical systems. We will be 
solving the quantum Liouville equation, which determines 
the time evolution of the density operator of a quantum 
mechanical system ,in the quasi-classical approximation, 
in phase space, by a stochastic procedure.
The method discussed here can find direct 
applications to nuclear heavy ion collision problems, 
such as in the Time Dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) 
methods. 1-D calculations for collision between infinite 
slabs of nuclear matter by TDHF have been attempted, 
using time dependent single particle wave functions 8.
An extension to three dimensional calculations of these 
methods involve expensive computing facilities. Another 
approach to TDHF, using a pseudoparticle simulation of 
the Wigner function was basically limited to a classical 
approximation.9
Analytic schemes for the solution of quantum 
Liouville equation have also been attempted in recent 
years. Such methods include an approximate scheme by
solving for a set of coupled self-consistent equations 
for the density matrix using the Wigner function11. 
Another scheme is to represent the remainder term as an 
exact expression, in the series expansion of the 
quantum Liouville equation12. The general utility of 
such methods is yet to be worked out.
Here we attempt a direct numerical solution to the 
time dependence of the Wigner function, by.incorporating 
the quantum effects via a generalized Markov process.
The advantage of this formulation will be an easy 
extension to higher dimensions, and the study of various 
other problems,such as collision problems,highly excited 
many body systems,few body problems etc.
1.1 The Wianer Function
One of the natural backgrounds in which a 
comparison between classical and quantum mechanics may 
be made is the phase space - a 2n dimensional space with 
the dynamical variable and its conjugate momenta as 
generalized co-ordinates. It is possible to reformulate 
quantum mechanics in phase space in a manner suggested 
by Wigner(Weyl). In this formalism linear operators are 
represented as joint functions of (x,p) by the 
Wigner(Weyl) transform defined for an operator A as
Aw (x,p) = / dy eipy <x-iy|A|x+iy>
The wigner function is a representation of the
5
quantum mechanical state as a function in phase 
space.14-20 If p is the density operator representing 
the state,the Wigner function is defined by (we set ft=l)
fw (x,p) = J dy eipy <x-Wy|p |x+Hy> 
or alternatively
fw (x,P) = J dy e"ixy <p-hy|p|p+hy>
For a pure state p = | <&><»! which gives
fw (x,P) = J dy eipy tf*(x+Hy) * (x-hy)
The Wigner function can be considered as a quantum- 
mechanical probability distribution with the following 
properties.
1. It is a hermitian, bilinear form of the wave function
2. The following properties parallel the classical 
distribution function
!_ J dp fu (x,p) = <x|/?|x>
2 it
1_ J dx fw (x,p) = <p|/)|p>
2k
i.e. if integrated over p it gives the correct 
probabilities for the different values of x, and 
similarly for x <-> p with
_1_ J dx dp fw (x,p) = 1
2ft
3. For an operator A whose Wigner transform is Aw , the 
expectation value is given by
<A> — 1_ J dx dp Aw (x,p) fu (x,p) (1.1)
2ir
Hence in the Quantum mechanical picture we have a 
quantum mechanical distribution function evolving in 
time, and expectation values of observables are given as 
averages of Wigner transforms of operators, over this 
distribution.
4. The Wigner function is real. i.e. f* = f. This 
follows from property 1.
However, the Wigner function is not a true 
'probability' distribution function because the function 
itself can attain negative values . In contrast the 
classical distribution functions are always positive.
The Wigner function has found a wide range of 
applications in fields which include fundamental aspects 
of quantum mechanics, statistical mechanics, collision 
theory etc.
Some typical Wigner functions
All the cases presented here represent pure 
states. In some instances, the states are eigenstates of 
some typical Hamiltonian.
1. Delta function in free space $ (x) = 6 (x - x^)
fw (x,p) = J dy eipy 5(X+Hy-Xi) 5(x-hy-Xi)
= fiiP2 (x-xi) s(2(x.x 0 )
= 1 6 (X-Xi)
2
that is fw is non-zero on a straight line parallel 
to p axis at x = x^.
2. A free minimum wave packet
The time dependence of the free-packet can be 
seperated in momentum space as:
C(p,t) - C(p)
where C(p) is a minimum packet peaked at Pq/X0 with 
width Jo
C /Dx = — I— _ e[-(p-Po)2/4ff - ip.x0]
(2ico) * e
and the corresponding Wigner function is 
f„(x,p,t) = 2 e-(Mo)VJ» e~2(j(x-x0-Vpt)2
3. Harmonic Oscillator t Energy eigenstates
The normalised oscillator wave functions are
®n(*) =  ^ (2nnl./jr) Hn (m«x/fi)e“inwx2/2
where Hn is the Hermite polynomial of order n and the 
corresponding Wigner function is
fw (x,p) = 2(-l)n e“2H(x/P)/« L n ^ ^ H ^ p J / w  ]
where H is the Hamiltonian and Ln is a Laguerre
8
polynomial.
Ln (0> <x) = n! £ < J )
m=o
These functions have negative regions, showing that 
the Wigner function is not positive definite throughout 
phase space.
1.2 Time Evolution of the Wigner Function.
The time evolution is given by the wigner transform 
of the quantum Liouville equation for the density 
operator.
i dp/dt = [H,p]
Taking the Wigner transform of both sides, and using the 
formula for the Wigner transform of a product of two 
functions:
(AB)W = A„(x,p) eA/2i Bw (x,p)
where a is the Poisson Bracket operator defined by
A = Vp.Vx - Vx .Vp 
where the arrows denote the direction in which the V 
operator is to be applied. This gives
afw (t)/at - -2 H sin(A/2) fw (t) (1.2)
A formal solution to the equation is
fu (t) = e C“2tH sin(A/2)] f^ (0) (1>3)
Now expanding the sin term in equation 1.2 we get
3fw (t)/dt — -H A fw + (1/24) H A3fw + .....
= (Lc + Lq )fu (1.4)
where Lc is the Classical Liouville operator and Lg the
quantum Liouville operator given by
Lc = - H A
_ aH a a H a
ax ap ” ap ax
Lg = (1/24) H A3 -(1/1920) H A 5 + .....
Assuming an Hamiltonian of the form 
H = p2/2m + V(x)
3 3 5 5
T = _L_ a_H 3Z_ aiH aZ
<3 “ 24 ax3 ap3 1920 ax5 ap5 ----
(for a more general Hamiltonian, operator derivatives 
w.r.t. x also appear.)
In the quasi-classical limit, for slowly varying 
functions of the momenta we keep only the first term in 
Lg and neglect higher order derivatives. Hence the 
quasi-classical limit is defined by
Lq = (1/24) H A3 
In the classical limit eqn 1.4 reduces to the 
classical Liouville equation.
afw/at = -HAfw
- "{H,fw>
The R.H.S. is the Poisson Bracket. This is the 
classical correspondence that one naturally desires.
1.3 Numerical Solutions
In some typical numerical calculations in current
literature, the Wigner function is represented by a 
sampled set of points in phase space and these points 
are propagated classically under an effective potential 
defined by 10
8 Va .. 3f _ 8V af 1 a3V 3 3 ferr __ =     - _     + ....
S x  3p 3x 3p 24 3x3 3p3
In such calculations, a representative point in phase 
space retains its identity as a delta function in time.
These classically deterministic motions for the points
have given good results in the study for stationary 
bound states. However, this method is extremely limited 
in it's applicability.
Whereas in classical mechanics one can talk of the 
trajectory of a point, in the quantum mechanical 
Liouville equation it will be seen that the effect of 
the first order quantum operator is to transform the 
point into an oscillatory function of the Airy form 
along the momentum coordinate. The concept of a 
trajectory is lost by such transformations.
We incorporate this functional change of a point 
into a numerical procedure which solves for the Quantum 
Liouville equation in the quasi-classical limit.
As a model a simple one dimensional system is 
considered in a quartic anharmonic Hamiltonian. In this 
case there are no terms higher than the first order in 
the quantum operator. Infact we are solving for the 
exact quantum Liouville equation in this potential.
Therefore this model will be most suited to test for the 
efficacy of the numerical approximations introduced here 
to incorporate the first order quantum term to the 
classical approximation. It must be emphasized that the 
effects of suppressing higher order terms in a quasi- 
classical approximation is not discussed in this thesis, 
but one may reasonably assume that for slowly varying 
functions in momentum space, the order of magnitude of 
the higher order terms are much smaller than the quasi- 
classical term.
The numerical solutions so obtained are compared 
with an exact formulation for the same system using an 
expansion in terms of a basis set of normalized harmonic 
oscillator wave functions.
In Chapter 2 we contrast the exact formulation with 
the purely classical evolution of an arbitrary initial 
state Wigner distribution representing a mixed state.
In Chapter 3 we formulate a numerical method for 
the solution of the Quantum Liouville equation in phase 
space by a stochastic procedure.
In Chapter 4 we test for the methods developed in 3 
for the pure quantum development of a gaussian function.
In Chapter 5 we present an algorithm to implememt 
the method for the time development of the wigner 
function and compare the results with that in Chapter 2.
chapter 2
Time Development of the Wigner function-An exactly
solvable Case.
Introduction
In this chapter the classical motion is contrasted 
with the exact quantum mechanical motion for a class of 
initial Wigner distributions representing mixed states. 
For the classical case ,the path of the distribution is 
followed in time using the classical Liouville equation. 
An exact quantum mechanical solution is obtained by 
expanding in a basis set of orthonormal wave functions.
2.1 The Initial state Wiener function
Let (x,P/0) represent a class of initial Wigner 
distributions for mixed states. Let us consider its 
time development in an anharmonic potential. Such a 
detailed study has previously been done for the pure 
case.22 We extend the work to mixed states.
A convenient initial form chosen for fw(0) is a 
gaussian function centered at (x q ,Po )
12
13
fw (x,p,0) = 2 exp(-0 (x-x0) 2/k2 -0k2 (p-po)2)
where 0 defines the extent of mixing and k determines 
the assymetry of the distribution. For 0=1 the 
corresponding p0 "l^x^l is a pure state with 
ip (x) = exp(-(x-xo) 2-ixpo), a minimum wave packet.
0 < 1 implies a mixed state and the Wigner function 
correspondingly becomes broader and hence a more slowly 
varying function of the coordinates.
A normalization factor of 0/2jt is chosen so that 
fw (xO'PO/°) always has a maximum value of 2.
£ J fw dx dp = 1 (2.1)
2n
2.2 The exact formulation - expansion in orthonormal 
states.
We study the time development of the wigner 
function in a potential given by
V(x) = i kjx2 + J k2X4 (2.2)
The time dependence is given by
= J dy eipy <x-iy|/> (t) |x+iy> (2.3)
A solution for this can be obtained by expanding in
a basis set of normalised harmonic oscillator wave 
functions represented variously as |m>,|n>,|q>,|s> and 
a basis set of the eigenstates of the total hamiltonian 
represented as |u>,|v>.
ftdft) ° I J dy eiPy<x-iy|m><m|p (t) |nxn|x+iy> 
m, n
= £ « x p | m n »  « m n | p »  (2.4)
where
« x p | m n »  - J dy e*Py <x-iy|mxn|x+ly>
and
« m n | p »  = <m|p(t)|n>
It can he shown22 (see also Appendix 2.1)
« x p | m n »  = 2 Jir Nm Nn exp(-x2-p2) 2m+n
min(m,n) . .
£ mini(-2 ) fx+ip) fx-jp) 
k k! (m-k) 1 (n-k) 1
where Nn = (2n nl Jn )“*
NOW
« m n | p »  = <m|p(t)|n>
= £ <m|uxuj e"^Htp (0) e'*'Ht Jvxv|n> 
u, v
=X <m| uxu| gxq| p (0) | s x s  | vxv| n>
u,v,q,s
where wu and wv are the eigenfrequencies and <m|u> etc. 
are the overlap integrals of the eigenstates of H with 
the harmonic oscillator wave function. These may be 
written as
<u|m> = J <u|x xx|m> dx
where <x|m> is the representative for harmonic 
oscillator wave function and <x|u> represents the eigen­
function of the Hamiltonian given by
15
H u = E u
WhBre H = - | |  g ,  +V(x)
A fourth-order Runge Kutta method is used to solve 
this equation numerically to obtain the eigenfunction 
<x|u>.
Evaluation of <alof0^ls>
These are the matrix elements of the mixed state 
density with the harmonic oscillator wave functions. 
Expressing <q|pQ|s> as
<q|p0ls> =
J dx'dy^qlx'- Jy'xx'-Jy'Ipolx' + Jy'xx' + iy'|s>
where <q|x'- ly*> etc. is the harmonic oscillator wave 
functions and
OC-iylPol*-*-^ " 27“ J e-ipy fw(x,p,0) dp 
See Appendix 2.3for an explicit evaluation of «j| /> o Is>*
Finally equation 2.4 may be rewritten as 
m
fw(xrp,t) = I £ (2 - ) Re(«xp|mn»«mn|p (t)»)
m n
(2.5)
The above form may now be computed. The algorithm 
followed is basically as given in [22]. A maximum of 20
16
basis states were used. Wider distributions should 
naturally require more basis states. In each case runs 
were made with a smaller number of states to test for 
convergence. A typical snapshot took about 10 minutes of 
IBM computing time.
2.3 The Classical Development
To draw the classical contours Liouville's Theorem 
may be used, which states that the volume occupied by a 
system in phase space remains a constant. This implies 
that the density in the neighbourhood of any system 
point will be a constant. Therefore it is sufficient to 
choose a set of points initially lying on the same equi- 
density curve,propagate them in time using Hamilton's 
equation,
* = aH/ap p = - dH/dx
and the final density curve is obtained by simply
joining the final set of points.
2.4 Results contrasting the classical and exact solution 
Table 1 gives the different cases studied.
The exact contours are contrasted with the
classical approximation for time=12jr . See figures 1-7
We note the following features:
Classical
The classical motion develops whorls and tendrils 
and spreads itself into all available phase space 
consistent with energy. As seen from the contours there 
is a fine scale structure associated with it. That is, 
within the whorls and tendrils densities range from the 
maxima to zero.
Quantum; Pure Case
For the pure case ,the distribution keeping its 
form as a unit blob oscillates back and forth,very much 
like a semi-rigid body. The motion is that of a minimum 
wave-packet obeying the uncertainity relations. It is 
seen that the maximum does not increase beyond the 
initial value. In fact, a spreading or decrease in 
intensity from it's maxima has been reported in [22] for 
states starting at high momenta.(pq =3).
The Wigner function also develops large negative 
regions .
Mixed State
The mixed state motion is more complex. In addition 
there appears high intensity regions where the Wigner 
function exceeds the value of the initial maximum of 2. 
This 'quantum focussing' is more intense for higher 
mixed states.(Compare figures 5 and 6) This was a 
totally unexpected phenomenon, because, as was seen, the
pure state showed a dissipation effect, if any, and 
again, for very small (representing highly mixed 
states), the system becomes classical and Liouville's 
theorem again guarantees that focussing effects will 
dissappear. Therefore this focussing is an intermediate 
mixed state effect. The peaks remain even for very large 
times, with a small modulation in its maximum value.
Table 1.
The various cases studied 
Case State Mix(0) Anharmon(k2)
1. pure 1 1
2. pure 1 .5
3. mixed .5 .5
4. mixed .5 .25
20
figures 1-7
fig 1. A typical Initial Wigner distribution at t = 0
fig 2. Initial contours at values of 0.5, 1, 1.5
(counting from outermost towards the centre) 
for p = 1,1,.5,.25 Note increase in width for 
smaller values of p . (The scale has been changed 
for p = .25)
fig 3 - 6 .  Each of these figures represent snapshots at 
time = 12 *. The top set shows the contours for 
the classical(left) and exact(right) respectively. 
Dotted curves begin to appear at a value of 2.5 
The lower set is the 3-D view of the exact 
solution ,one at a tilt of 70° and the other 
looking down the p axis.
fig 7. A picture at time = 6ir for 0=.25, k2 =.5 
Note the narrow peak in the middle.
Figure 1
. A typical initial Wigner distribution function. 
p - .25 T = 0
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Figure 2. The initial contours at values of .5, 1, 1.5
for >3 = 1, 1, .5, .25
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2.5 Moments of the distribution
In this section the moments for the classical and 
the exact distributions are computed.These show 
interesting features.
Classical Moments
Whereas the Liouville's theorem proved useful for 
drawing constant density contours, it is not suitable to 
extract information about the moments of the 
distribution.
For this purpose we initially populate phase-space 
with a set of sampled points
fw(X*P/0) = (2ir/N/J) I <*1 ff(X-Xi) 5 (P-Pi)
(the normalization is chosen such that it satisfies 
equation 2.3 and a i represents the sign of the function 
at the point Xi,Pi) and propagate these points by the 
Hamilton's equations. In this case the points 
themselves do not carry information about the function 
but rather it is the density of points which defines the 
local function.
Averages are calculated as follows:
<X> = 1/N £ X£ ai
<p> = 1/N I Pi 
<X2> = 1/N £ Xi2 
<p2> = 1/N I Pi2 
<xp> - 1/N I Xi * Pi
with the width defined as 
ax = y(<x2> - <x>2> 
and the correlation function as
corr = (<xp> - <xxp>)/ (ax ap)
It is seen fig(8-10) that the total amplitude of 
the motion decays very rapidly, as the distribution of 
points acting independently spreads out uniformly in 
phase space consistent with energy. The widths also 
attain a constant value very rapidly. The motion becomes 
totally uncorrelated in the x and p variables.
Moments of the Quantum mechanical distribution
Expressions for the various moments may be derived. 
The expectation value of any observable is
<r> =£ J £ „ (x,p) r dx dp
2ft
Substitute from equation 2.5
= Re J J (2-6mn) « m n | p»  £ J « x p | m n »  r dx dp
m  n 2 ft
= Re I I  (2-5mn) «mn|/>» <r>inn
where
<r>mn =£ J « x p | m n »  r dx dp
2ft
See appendix 2.5 for the explicit forms for <x>inn,
<P>mn/ <x2>mn # <P2>mn / <xP>mn
Pure Case
The frequency of the averages and the widths are 
basically that of a harmonic oscillator = 2n .In 
addition there appears a slow amplitude modulation .
This implies that only a finite number of harmonic 
oscillator functions contribute significantly in the 
expansion and the modulations occur when these functions 
move in and out of phase recurrently.
It is of interest to note that a time dependent 
study of a probability distribution (not Wigner 
distribution) for a coherent state in an exactly 
solvable Hamiltonian shows these recurrences.13
Mixed State
For highly mixed states the recurrence time is 
larger, as more representative states contribute 
significantly. Though the averages show a more 
pronounced modulation, the variances are more arbitrary 
in nature. This is because of the more complex structure 
into which the distribution evolves.
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figures 8 - 1 0
fig 8. These show the variation of <x> and <p> with 
time for the classical and the exact case. The 
classical is denoted by the dotted line and the 
exact by the solid line.
fig 9-10. The top left represents <p> plotted against
<x>. Top right represents the correlation function 
with time defined as corr = (<xp> -<x><p>)/ccx «p. 
The bottom set represents the widths for x and p 
defined as ax = 7(<x2> - <x>2). The dotted curves 
represents classical development.
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Chapter 3
The Quantum Liouville Eouation-A Numerical Approximation
It was seen in the previous chapter that the purely 
classical development differs significantly from the 
exact development of the Wigner function. An improvement 
over the classical may now be obtained by including the 
quantum term. An approximate computational method is 
discussed in this chapter to solve the quantum Liouville 
equation . The solution is expressed as a Markovian 
process in At.
3.1 An approximate expression for the time development
The Liouville equation for the Wigner function is 
afM (t)/dt = (Lc + Lq )fw (t) (3.1)
A formal solution of equation (3.1) is
fw (t) = exp((Lc + Lg)t) fw (0) (3.2)
Now with At = t/n,
( e tLc + Lq)At)n = ^eLcAt eLgAt + 0 (At2j)n
This is the operator splitting formula (Trotter product) 
and it is assumed that 0 (At2) is well behaved and 
bounded when applied to states. It can be shown that an
35
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expression correct to (At)2 is given by (appendix 3.1)
e (kc+Lg)At_ gLcAt/ 2 e LqAt eLcAt/2
However, in a Markovian chain (by this is meant that in 
an iterative chain, the transition probabilities in the 
stochastic process will be independent of the previous 
history of the the system) we have,
(eLcAt/2eLgAt ^L^A t/2 j n_ gL^At/2 ^LqAt eLcAtj ^ ^ ^ eLcAt/2
When n is large the first and the last terms may be 
ignored. Hence from the expression in the brackets on 
R.H.S it is seen that the expression to order At is 
effectively accurate to (At)2.
3.2 A Numerical Method
A numerical method for studying the time 
development of fw (x,p,t) is to approximate the function 
by a set of points in phase space,the density of points 
being proportional to the function at that region. The 
approximation is such that for an arbitrary test 
function g we have
 ^fapprox 9 ~ J f 9
with fapprox = ^  J 1 "i 5 (x' xi> « (P‘Pi>
where the delta functions represent the point and is 
the sign of the function at the point.
Defining
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S(4~4 i) = 2ir 6 (X-Xj[) 5(P-Pi) 
the representation becomes
£u (x,p,0) = “  I *i 6(4 - 4 i)
(In this study the initial function is always chosen as 
a gaussian and hence all are positive to begin with.)
At a later time At,
fw (x,p,At) = e (Lc+Lq>At fu (x,p,0)
= (N)"1 I e (Lc + Lq>At s(4~40 (3.3)
To a first approximation in At (we have seen that this 
is good to order(At)2 in a Markovian chain ) 
e (Lc +Lq) At_ eLcAt + e^LqAt_1j e LcAt
Substituting in 3.3
fw (x,p,At) = (NJ-ic I eL<=At S (4- 40 +
£ (e LqAt- l )  eL°At 6 (4 - 4 0  ] (3.4)
Because these operators are linear the motion of 
each point may be studied seperately. Hence each 
representative point transforms as
6 ( 4 - 4 0  ~> eL°At$ (4~4±) + (eLqAt-l)eLcAts (4-4 O
The first term represents the classical motion and the 
second the quantum development of the classically 
shifted point.
The Classical Development
Tj At
The motion e c 6(4>-40 represents classical
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motion and is the solution to the classical Liouville
equation.
(S/flt) p  - Lc p
_ 3 p  , 8 H 8_p K v
~ bp ax + ax ap (3' 5)
where
p = S i)
The representative point in phase space follows the 
Hamilton's equation of motion.
k ~ (a/3p)H and p = -(a/3x)H
This defines a trajectory in phase space of the form 
x (t)#p(t) and the moving point is represented as
p - 6(X-Xi(t)) s (p - Pi(t))
To show that this form satisfies equation(3.5)
L.H.S.
= (a/at) [a (x - xi(t)) s (p-pi (t)) ]
= (*i(a/axi) + £>i(a/api) ) a(x-xi(t)) s(p-pi(t))
R.H.S.
= ((aH/ap) (-a/axiJ-faH/ax) (-a/api)) s (x-x± (t) )s (p-pi(t)) 
Clearly this is satisfied with
*i « OH/ap) fi = -(3H/ax)
Hence the solution to the classical equation is also a
delta function. The motion is a canonical contact
transformation in time. We may denote this point as
8 ($— (At)) •
The Quantum Development
The effect of the quantum development on a point is 
represented as
The operator Lg has momentum derivative operators only 
and hence the expression becomes
From equation(3.6) it is seen that the effect of the 
quantum operator on a point is to change it into a 
function J(p-Pi) along the momentum axis located at x^. 
Hence the overall picture is as follows: a 
representative point undergoes a classical motion in 
time At,followed in addition by a quantum development 
J(P“Pi) along the momentum axis. The function J(p-Pi) 
is such that there is no net change of the normalization 
of the initial Wigner function,that is
( e LqAt -1) f ( H i )
= 2tt 6 (X-Xi) (eLqAt -1) 6 (P-Pi) 
= 2* fi(X-Xi) J(p-Pi) (3.6)
where
J(p-Pi) = (eLqAt - 1) fi(p-pi) (3.7)
To see this, rewrite it as (eqn 3.6)
J eLqiAt 6 (p,_Pi)dp1 - J 5(P'-Pi)dp' = 0
The first term may be written as
J (1 - a a?ap3 + higher order derivatives) a(p-pi)dp 
J 6 (P~Pi) dp (integrating by parts)
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which proves the result.
Now with
J± = |J| *(±/Signj)
(where signJ is the sign of the function J) J can be 
written as
J = J+ - J_
with J+ signifying the positive part of the function and 
J_ the negative part of the function. Hence from 3.8
Ai = J J+ dp = J J_ dp
Let us multiply and divide by A^. This will make the 
functions Ji+/A^ normalized to unity.
J+(P-Pi) J-(P-Pi)
Ji ■ Ai < ~ 51------------ r ±--- ) <3 -9>
Summing over all the points (eqn. 3.4)
fu (x,p,At) = (N)"1 Is (^i(At)) +
j+ (P-Pi (At) ) J_ (P-Pi (At) )
(2jt/N) I Ai ( -----^7---------- — ------ ) 5(X-Xi(At))
(3.10)
Two computational advantages are obtained by 
writing the equation in the above form:
1. Pair production and Jump probabilities
First, the functions (Jj/Ai) can be represented in 
a stochastic manner as follows: by a Monte Carlo process 
we select a pair of points at p+ to represent the
function. p+ will be a sample point representing J+/A 
and p_ that representing J_/A. i.e. we represent the 
unit normalized quantum motion by
Ji(P-Pi(At))/Ai -> a+ 6 (p-p+) + a-fi(p-p-) (3.11)
where a+ = ± a^. The probability measure for the 
selection of a point at p+ is given by (also called the 
jump probability)
Ji(P±“Pi) A i
A sampled set representing the quantum function may thus 
be obtained over a large number of time steps. By 
decreasing the time steps the equivalent number of 
points sampled is increased and a better representation 
for the quantum effects is obtained.
2. Creation Probabilities Aj
Next consider the multiplicative factor A^ occuring 
in Equation 3.10 Af now may be interpreted as a 
creation probability for the point i to have a quantum 
motion via a stochastic pair production. For a 
probabilistic interpretation A^ must be < 1 . (this can 
be done by selecting At appropriately) A random number 
generator then selects the points for which the quantum 
motion is to occur by successively assigning to each of 
the points i a probability measure of A^.
These selected points then undergo the stochastic 
pair production as given in 3.11 Hence after each 
interval of time At a new generation of positive and 
negative points are created which together participate 
in successive time evolution via the classical-quantum 
Markovian chain.
Chapter 4
Quantum development in the cruasi-classical limit. A test 
of the Stochastic Method
In the previous chapter it was shown that the 
motion of a point in phase space can,to the first order 
in At , be separated to that of a classical motion, 
followed by a quantum development represented by the 
function J(p-Pi).
In this chapter a numerical study of the pure 
quantum development, in the quasi-classical limit is 
done to test the validity of the probabilistic and 
stochastic interpretation we have given for the function 
J in a numerical procedure.
4 A' The quantum development of a delta function
The quantum motion of a point is given by (eqn3.6)
( e ^ - l J i f H i )  =2* S (x-x i)  J(p-Pi)
where
J(P”Pi) = eL<lAt* (p-pi) -5 (P-Pi)
In the quasi-classical limit
LqAt = -  aa3/ a p 3 (4.1)
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Hence
J(P“Pi) = e"aaP 5(p-pi) -fi(p-Pi) (4.2)
Now
e“aaPs (p) = e -a3p3j J -  J e A^ x dx
= J eiax3 + ^  dx
This is the Airy integral.This function decreases 
exponentially along the +p axis and is oscillatory along 
the -p axis .However this function is not a suitable 
choice for computational purposes as the oscillatory 
amplitude decays asymptotically only as (a-V 3p)"i 
What is needed are functions with stronger cut-off rates 
which will give reasonable values for the creation 
probabilities A^ and will also give low probabilities of 
pair production at large distances from the point.
To achieve this let us now smear out the points by 
using distributions of width «-s over it. In addition 
this procedure is also absolutely necessary because only 
a finite number of points are used to represent the 
function and the sum of the smeared points will be a 
closer representation of the function than a sum of 
spiked delta functions . Therefore we write
S i) -> s k (4>“4>i) 
where represents a distribution.
By using these distributions, exponentially damped
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functions for J are obtained.
We have studied two such distributions : the 
lorentzian distribution and the gaussian distribution. 
The lorentzian decreases as 1/p2 whereas the gaussian 
decreases exponentially.Therefore the gaussian is found 
to be a better representation of the delta state. The 
lorentzian case is treated in detail in Appendix B. Yet 
another method to study the quantum development was to 
do a discrete differentiation on the delta state. 
(Appendix A)
4.2 The Quantum development of the Gaussian distribution 
The quantum development for the Gaussian 
distribution will be considered now. A normalized 
Gaussian distribution has the form
r _ 1 ~ P 2 / 2 o c 2
««(P) - ,/ (27r) cc e 
with an integral representation
■ 7 c § ^  - y2 <*9 —co
Let
I(p,a) - t„(p,
= ■..2_JRe_, f  ia'y3 -y=> + ip'y ,
J2n a J0 ay
where p 1 = (72/a) p
and a' = a {j2/<x)3
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Evaluation of I(p.a)
This is evaluated as a series expansion for a «  1 
and by an asymptotic expansion for large p 1 by steepest 
descent methods, the details of which may be found in 
appendix 4.
Finally the quantum development is given by 
J(p,a) = I(p,a) -5a (p) 
see figure 11-12 for the plots of I(p,a) and J(p,a).
4.3 A Numerical Test comparing the exact vs. the 
stochastic development
The test function chosen is a gaussian of a large 
width oc^ .
f <p) = e "p2/2ai2
The exact development is given by 
e V  f(p) = e"a ' a3/ap3f(p)
and is evaluated as in the previous section. For the 
stochastic development, f(p) is represented as a set of 
smeared delta functions as
N
f«l(P) =N"1 I 6as(p-pi) 
i=l
where 5as is a gaussian delta distribution of smaller 
width ocs with as «  . Now with a = a'/n
e ¥ f ( p )  = (eLqt/n )n f(p) = (e“a33/3p3) nf(p)
= eLqt/n ...[(eLqt/n-l)f(p) + f(p)] 
= eLqt/n... fx (p)
- fn (p>
where
3 - 3
flfp) = (e"aa ' d* -l)f(p) +f(p)
3 3
= N-l I (e"a3 /3P -1) 5KS(p-Pi) - 5as(P“Pi) 
f2 (p) = e Lqt/n  fx (p)
= (e-aa3/aP3-i)f1(p) +fl(P)
etc.
Each step can now be treated as a stochastic evolution . 
Stochastic Development
The quantum motion of each point is given by fig.13 
-aa3
(e P-l) 5«g (p-Pi) = J(P"Pi ,a)
= A f J+ - J~ )
A A
The creation probability A is now the same for all 
the points. Now, given that a point has been selected, a 
pair of points are to be created to represent its 
quantum development in a stochastic manner. This pair is 
selected as follows: First, a table of values for
J*±(P) vs. p is constructed for oc-s where J'+ is
The function J'+ (p,a) vs. p (see fig.14) can be 
considered as a mapping of the probability areas J+Ap/A 
onto a unit line( along the y axis). The points on this 
unit line are given an equal a priori probability. A 
random number generator picks a point on this line and 
the corresponding value for the momentum gives p+ . A 
newly created point is now placed at fi(p-(Pi+P+)) with a 
sign equal to o^. Similarly we select a random point 
p_ from J'_ to be placed at S(p-(Pi+p_)) with sign -a
The Algorithm
By a Monte Carlo process of importance sampling (see 
section 5.1, initial population) a sampled set of points 
is chosen to represent the test function. The p axis is 
then divided into bins of width Ap and the points are 
placed in them.
where nb is the number of points in the b-th bin which 
lies between pb and pb + Ap. Let the initial list of 
points be in the array A(I). At each time step At the 
newly created points are placed in a seperate array of 
bins B(I). Finally add up A(I) + B(I).In this summation 
some negative and positive points cancel.The following 
loop is executed n times.
A
(4.3)
fal =N"1 I nb 6 (x-xb) <7b 
b
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array A(I)
I
quantum step 
array B(I) of new points
I
A(I)<-A(I) + B(I)
After n time steps a function is reconstructed from 
the final array as follows: using a complete set of 
orthonormal Harmonic Oscillator states |n> the final 
array of points may be rewritten as
I nb5 (P"Pb)ffb ~ 1 nb CTb <PlPb> 
b b
= I nb ah <P|nxn|pb> 
b,n
The orthonormal wave functions are given by 
<p|n> = (2nn!7jr)"i e*"1*2/2 Hn (p)
While using a finite number of points and grids it is 
necessary to truncate the infinite sum to yield a smooth 
function.(see section 5.1 reconstruction of function)
Analysis and Conclusions
An extensive test was done varying all the 
parameters to see how good the stochastic approximation 
is to represent the true function, fig.15-22
For the exact solution a gaussian function of width 
a-1 = 1. was selected and a' = ,1 This is represented 
by the solid line in all the plots. The smearing widths 
for the delta functions was chosen as a-s = .3 and 
a=.001
Variation with number ,N
Runs were made for N = 1000, 5000, 20000. As 
expected a larger number of points gives a better fit. 
fig. 15
Variation with number of smoothin functions
These show that there is an optimum value for the 
number of basis functions to be used in a reconstruction 
procedure, fig. 16
Variation with statistics
To test for statistical variation runs were made 
with different initial points for N = 10000.
See figure 17.
Variation with a
Using N=10000 runs were made with values of 
a = .01, .05, .002, and total number of steps of 10,
20, and 50 respectively to reach a' = .1 It is seen 
that the general features are reproduced to a good 
degree within statistical error even for large a. 
fig. 18.
Variation with qc- s
With N = 10000 , the smearing widths are varied as 
cc~s = .2, .3, and .4 respectively. Again the agreement 
is good within statistical deviations. It must be
pointed out that this independence in a-s occurs only 
for large N. See next section for tests with N=1000. 
fig.19
Variation with bin-size
The following tests were done with N = 1000. 
Although such a small number is bound to produce large 
statistical variations, in chapter 5 we will be computer 
limited to use numbers of this order. The statistical 
correspondence however is not identical to that covered 
in Chapter 5. We study the effect of variation of bin- 
size for various values of a-s.
Set cc-l = 1, a = .001, N = 1000
1. cc-s = .2 , the comparison is poor.fig. 20
2. cc-s = .3 , we have the general features of the
maxima and the minima following the exact curve, 
fig. 21
3. a-s = .4 , whereas the smaller bins give better
results, the fit becomes progressively bad for 
higher bin sizes, fig. 22
We conclude that for smaller values of N there is 
an optimum value of a-s that best represents the 
function. This is to be expected because the graininess 
introduced by a finite number of points will be best 
smoothed by an optimum value of a-s. Again we emphasize 
that for large N, the stochastic curves show a fair 
independence of a-s. fig.19
figure 11-14
fig 11 I(p,a) vs. p for a gaussian distribution.The
solid curve is the initial gaussian function for 
«= .3 The two dotted curves represent the 
function for values of a = .05 , .1
fig.12 J(p,a) vs. p for values of a = .05, .1
fig.13 J(p,a) vs. p for a = .001 which is a typical
value used in the evaluation of the stochastic 
time development.
fig.14 The function J' maps the jump probability
measures JAp/A onto a unit line, the points on 
which are then selected randomly.
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figures 15-22
fig 15-19. These pictures compare the stochastic quantum 
development (the dotted curves) with the exact 
(solid line). a' = .l , a-l = 1, bin-size =.05 
a=.001
fig.15 Variation with number
fig.16 Variation with number of smoothing functions 
fig.17 Statistical variation 
fig.18 Variation with 'a' 
fig.19 Variation with a-s
fig. 20-22 Variation with bin-size(annihilation 
distance) with N = 1000 
fig.20 a-s = .2 
fig.21 a-s = .3 
fig.22 a-s = .4
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Chapter 5
The Time Development of the Wianer Function; 
via the stochastic process
Using the techniques discussed in Chapter 3 and 
tested out in Chapter 4 we now do a numerical study of 
the time development of the Wigner function in an 
anharmonic quartic potential . The system considered is 
the same as the one that was studied exactly in Chapter
2. The results of the approximate method given here will 
be compared with the exact and the classical 
approximation to test for the efficacy of the method.
The Hamiltonian is given by
H — _E2 + 1 *i x2 _1 k2x4
2ra 2 2
The equation of motion becomes 
(a/8t)fw « -(p/m) dx fa + V'3pfw -(V'"/24)3p3 fw 
= (Lc + Lg ) f w
where
Lc “ “ (P/a)0x + v 'sp
Lq = -(V" */24)33p (5.1)
This is exact for the quartic potential.
6 6
5.1 The Algorithm
The basic algorithm follows the chart shown below.
Initial population
_________________ I
I I
| Classical Step
I I
1 Quantum step
I I
| Annihilation Process
I_______________I
I
Reconstruct function
We make use of list processing techniques. This is 
most suitable when several related data cannot be stored 
in a single array. One then can use pointers(internal 
addresses) to link them together regardless of its 
position in the memory storage. (An array is stored in 
contiguous locations in memory) This is also an 
efficient process when dealing with a variable number of 
points when a member of a list may be deleted or 
inserted without changing the locations of any other 
members.
Now in the annihilation process , it will be 
necessary for each point to locate its nearest 
neighbour. An efficient sorting procedure to locate a 
nearest neighbouring point will be by sorting only among 
a set of neighbouring points. Information of these 
neighbouring points may be easily stored in structures 
contained in the main list.The advantages accrued from 
the list processing techniques is most evident for
scattering problems where the effective space considered 
at any time follows the regions of high interest. Using 
grids for such purposes in a 3-D calculation will 
require storage space of the order of (L/a x )3 where L is 
the dimension of the volume considered and a x the 
distance between the grid points, in typical 3-D 
calculations, large grid-sizes have to be used to 
conform with computer capacity, thereby loosing in 
computational accuracy. In our procedure the storage 
space will be proportional to the number of 
representative points ,without any loss in accuracy on 
its coordinates, because these values are stored 
directly.
The programming language used was PL/I. This was 
necessary since conventional scientific languages such 
as Fortran do not feature dynamic allocations.
The algorithm involved in each step is now 
described in some detail.
Initial Population
The initial Wigner distribution is given by 
fw (x,p,0) = 2 exp(-/9(x-x0) 2/k2 - /3*2(P-Po)2)
To choose an appropriate set of points, an arbitrary 
volume is defined enclosing the function of two 
variables. A random number generator selects points 
within this space and only the set of points which fall 
within the volume of the function is kept. That is, for
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a selected random point (fr ,xr,pr) within the volume 
keep only those points that satisfy
fr < f(xr,pr)
This selection enables us to represent the function as
- N
f(X,p) = jjp Z «(X-Xi) 5(P-Pi)
This is the Monte Carlo method of importance sampling 
where the probability of selection of a point (x,p) is 
proportional to the function at that point.
The Classical Step
The classical motion is defined by Lc . The points 
follow the Hamilton's equations of motion
dx = aH dp = - 9H
dt dp ; dt ax
A second order Runge-Kutta method is used to solve 
these equations. The points after the classical motion 
are represented as 6 U  “ ^ic)
The Quantum Step
Using gaussian smeared points, the quantum function 
J(P*a) is evaluated.
J(p,a) = (e"aa3/aP3-l) sK (p)
A table for J'+ vs. p is constructed for a series 
of values of 'a' . For 'a' negative it can be shown 
(Appendix 5.1) that
J(-p,-a) * J(p,a) (5.2)
Hence the same table may be used for -a with an 
appropriate change in the sign of p+.
For any given point (X£,p£) the portion of the 
table to be used is determined by a = V ,M (xj[) At/24 . 
The newly created points are represented as (c denoting 
the classically shifted point)
a± 6 (x-xic/p-(pic + <7a p+))
and (5.3)
-ai 6 (X-Xic,p-(pic + <Ta p.))
where oa is the sign of 'a* introduced to comply with 
eqn 5.2 and p+ denotes the distances from the i-th 
point.
The Annihilation Process
It is necessary to limit the growing number of 
points to keep tractability in computing time and memory 
storage. Now in the reconstruction of the function, the 
value of the function at any point is determined by the 
net density of the points at that region. Assuming the 
function to be fairly slowly varying, it is possible to 
reduce the accumulation of points by 'annihilating' 
points of opposite signs provided they are within a 
certain 'annihilation distance' of each other. These 
distances must be «  than the widths of the functions.
By such a procedure pairs of ± points will be removed.
Annihilation may be done by two different 
procedures. One is by a process we call hopping, and the
other by a nearest neighbour annihilation.
Hopping
Here an immediate annihilation between the parent 
and it's own created ± pair of points are done if they 
fall within the annihilation zone. Consider the triplet 
of the initial and its newly created pair of points.Let 
the distance between the pair of newly created points be 
d = |p+ - p_ | 
and the distance from the parent to the daughter point 
with the opposite sign be
° " IP*' S+,ai + I**' {
Then if
c or d < annihilation distance (5.4)
then annihilate the two points with opposite signs. This 
is done as follows: Consider a case where the three 
points are situated at p^, Pi+Ap^, Pi+Ap2.
Let pi be a negative point, and the other two 
positive, that is the points are represented as
-«(P-Pi) ,6 (P-(Pi+APi)) , 8 (p~(Pi+Ap2))
The average effective position 8 (p-pj.) for these three 
points can be found as follows. Consider an arbitrary 
function f(p) spanning these three points.
Now
J f(p)t-fi(P-Pi) +6 (p-(Pi+APi)) + 8 (p-(Pi+Ap2))dp
Jf (P)* (P-Pi)dp 
where denotes the average position of the 3 points. 
R.H.S. = f(Pi)
L.H.S. = -f(Pi) + ffPi+APi) + f(Pi+Ap2)
= f(Pi) + (APi +Ap2)f'(pi)
= f(Pi + (APi + Ap2)) 
from which we deduce
Pi = Pi + AP! + Ap2
Hence the effect of the annihilation of two closest 
neighbours is to give an appropriate 'hop' of Api+Ap2 to 
the remaining point. That is to say we replace the three 
states -6 (P“Pi), 8 (p-fPi+Apx)), 6 (p-(Pi+Ap2)) by the
single state s (p-(Pi+Api+Ap2)), if a pair of them lie 
within an annihilation distance.
Most generally ,considering the sign of the parent, 
the new state is written as
± S (p-(Pi ± (P+“P-)))*±/(7i
Nearest Neighbour annihilation
After each time step the points are sorted to 
locate the nearest neighbours. A very efficient method 
for nearest point search is to store the location 
(address in main list) of say 4 nearest neighbours.Each
of these 4 have in turn their 4 nearest information.
This forms a network. Hence instead of sorting an entire 
list it is sufficient only to sort among the nearest and 
their nearest neighbours for points of opposite sign 
and annihilate and reassign new nearest neighbours.
Hence the main list consists of structures which 
contain the following information:
1. position (x,p)
2. sign of the point
3. 4 nearest neighbour addresses
4. addresses of which in turn it is a neighbour.
Initial assignment of Nearest Neighbours
This initial sorting involves all the points.Two 
separate lists are formed from the initial list.One is 
to be sorted in x variables , the other in p variables. 
Each of these sub-lists also stores the address of the 
point in the main list.
The 4 nearest neighbours for any point is 
determined as follows: Select ±10 neighbours from the 
sorted x and p lists where ± denotes ascending and 
descending order in the sorted list. Some of these will 
have common stored addresses . These represent the 
nearest points on the plane (x,p). Of these sort and
store the 4 nearest addresses.If this number is less 
than 4 then increase the upper limit of search from 10 
to 20 and so on.
While storing the nearest neighbour addresses it is 
necessary also to send in the address of the host to the 
neighbours themselves, that is, each point contains 
information about its status with respect to every point 
related to it. This is necessary because during an 
annihilation when one point is removed from the main 
list, a member in the 'inverse* neighbour list must also 
remove it from their nearest neighbour status ,otherwise 
in a list processing method critical errors will occur.
Reconstruction of function
The function is reconstructed from the final set of 
points using a set of Orthonormal Harmonic Oscillator 
wave functions, (appendix 5.2) The motivation for this 
choice was made on the basis that the initial state is 
of a gaussian form, and is thereby intended to give a 
smoothing of the same nature to the set of points. 
Truncation of the set is necessary to obtain a smooth 
reconstructed function. (If the infinite set were used, 
the details of the discrete points will be revealed.) 
This method has proved remarkably effective in the 
reconstruction of the contours.
The value for truncation depends on the number of 
points and also on the scaling factors used for the 
orthonormal functions.
5.2 Computer Runs
The Hamiltonian is of the form 
H = p2/2m + i kx x2 + i k2 x4
where and m = 1 for all cases .
Table 2. lists all the parameters used in the
approximate case . The selection of these parameters
will be discussed now.
Selection of Widths 
A suitable formula for the choice of widths would be
«-s — o / 2 (S.J)
with a the width defined by
a2 = 1 / (2 * ?)
This gives larger smearing widths «-s for higher mixed 
states. This is necessary while using the same number of 
representative points for wider distributions.
Selection of annihilation distance
This was arbitrarily set with a view to reasonable 
computing time and the total accumulation of points. A 
value of .3 proved to be most tractable. Also the 
distribution falls off at the outer regions of phase 
space . Therefore one can afford to be less accurate in
these regions . Hence larger 'annihilation values' are 
set in these regions. The following strategy was used. 
|x|,]p| < 5  set annihilation = .3
5 < Ix|,|p| < 8 set annihilation = .4
|x|,|p| > 8  set annihilation = .5
This proved to be very useful, also because outer
regions of x have higher probabilities of pair 
production and will cause an accumulation of 
nonsignificant ± points.
Selection of At
This was typically chosen so that A^ccl at the 
outer edges. A value of 7r/600 was used for all the runs.
Computational time
Typically each time step takes about 20 seconds on 
an IBM machine. That is, about 2.5 hours for a run upto
47T .
Results
The contour plots are shown in figures 23-3 6. In 
each case the top left picture represents the classical 
motion as determined by Liouville's Theorem, the top 
right is the exact as studied in Chapter 2 and the 
bottom is the approximate as studied in this chapter.
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Casel
,9 = 1 k2 = 1 fig. 23-25
There is clear indication that the quantum term 
gives an improvement over the purely classical case. 
However even by a time of 2»r/3 the peak values have 
diminished and a spreading has occurred. This may be due 
to quantum effects being large for high anharmonicity. 
Hence the creation probabilities are high giving a large 
number of pair production ,which in turn implies more 
annihilation processes, thus introducing more numerical 
dissipation errors.(due to large annihilation 
distances.) The run was stopped at time v because of 
these effects and a large accumulation of points .
Case 2
0 = 1 k2 =.5 fig.26-28
The quantum effects are smaller in this case due to the 
smaller anharmonicity . Spreading sets in at time n and 
the runs were continued upto 2n. The overall comparison 
of the approximate case with the exact is fairly good.
Case3
0 = .5 k2 = .5 fig.29-32
The phenomenon of quantum focussing also shows up, 
thus complementing the study of Chapter 2. Runs could be 
made to much higher times before the characterestic
numerical dissipation of peaks sets in. It is seen that 
the peaks tend to lag behind the exact solution.
Case 4
0 = .25 k2 = .5 fig.33-35
Good results were obtained for values of time upto 3n. A 
three dimensional picture of the function at this time 
is presented in figure 36.
Table 2
The values of the parameters in the approximate scheme 
Case Mix(jS) k2 cc-s N
1 . 1  1 .4 1500
2. 1 .5 .3 1000
3. .5 .5 .6 1500
4. .25 .5 .7 1500
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Figures 23-36 
The following pictures represent the contours for 
the time development of the wigner function. In each 
case top left represents the classical, top right the 
exact, and the bottom the approximate contours.
The contours are drawn at increasing steps of .5 
beginning at .5 at the outermost contour. Dotted curves 
start appearing at values of 2.5 and over.
fig 23-25 /3 = 1, k2 = .5 , contours from jt/3 to n
plotted at intervals of ir/3
fig 26-28 = l, k2 - .5 , contours from 2n/3 to 2n at
intervals of 2jt/3.
fig. 29-32 p=.5, k2 = .5, contours from * to 47r at
intervals of n. This set shows the time lag.
fig. 32-35 p - .25 k2 = .5 contours from n to 3* at 
intervals of n
fig 36. A 3-D picture for the exact and the approximate 
for p = .25 , k2 = .5 at time = 3*
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figure 23. £ = 1 k2 = 1 T =  n/3
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figure 24. /9 = 1 k2 = 1 T = 2^/3
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figure 26. >9 = 1 k2 = .5 T = 2rr/3
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figure 27. 0 =  1 k2 = .5 T = 4n/3
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figure 28. p - X JC2 = • 5 T = 2*
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figure 29. 0 = . 5 k2 = .5 T = *
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figure 31. p = .5 k2 = .5 T = 3*
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figure 32. /9 = .5 k 2 = .5 T = 4?r
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figure 33. p ~ .25 k2 = .5 T = *
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figure 34. p = .25 J?2 « .5 T = 2jt
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figure 35. p ~ .25 k2 = *5 T = 3ir
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5.3 Moments of the distribution
The moments for the distribution may be calculated 
by slimming over the contribution from each of the 
points, for instance
<X> = 1_ lX i £7i
N
<X2> = 1 I  Xj_2 (5.6)
N
However this procedure has a source of error as 
seen from the figures 37 . These plots are drawn by
calculating the averages of points lying within squares 
centered at <x>,<p> calculated as in 5.6 and increasing 
its dimension by unity at each step. The average vs. the 
number of points within this space are plotted. These 
show that about 10 % of points lying in the outer 
regions cause large changes in the averages. This is 
because an error caused by ffn at very large distances 
causes an error in the averages as
€ <X> a gn______ x
f(x,p) N
The sources of these error are mainly due to the large 
annihilation distances that was given in these outer 
regions.
See figure 38. for a comparison of the classical, 
exact, and approximate averages.(all points included)
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figures 37-38
fig.37 These pictures show the change in the averages 
for x,p when the total number of points included in its 
evaluation is increased by spanning areas in 
increasing radii. The pictures are for p= .5 and k2~ .5 
and N=1500 . The different lines are for times varying 
from 7t/3 to 4tt at intervals of *■/3.
It is evident from these pictures that about 10% of 
the points lying at the outer edges considerably distort 
the accuracy of the evaluation for <x>,<p>.
fig.38 Comparisons of classical,exact and approximate 
averages. The approximate averages are calculated using 
all the points. The points are marked at intervals of 
jt/3 .
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figure 37. Averages vs. number of points for various 
times in steps of w/3 (N=1500). Note that about 10% of 
points in the outlying regions cause large deviations.
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Figure 38. Comparison of classical/exact and approximate 
averages for p - .5, k2 = .5
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A Note;
In Chapter 2 it was seen that the classical and 
quantum averages over long intervals of time differed 
significantly. Does this contradict Ehrenfest's theorem 
which states the classical and quantum averages to be 
the same ? We show in Appendix 5.3 how the quantum 
Liouville equation does not contradict Ehrenfest's 
theorem.
5.4 Statistics
There are two sources of statistical errors.
1. In the initial population.
2. In the stochastic time evolution.
The errors for 1 are estimated by taking the 
averages of 10 different initial population and finding 
the root mean square deviations. The errors for 2 are 
estimated by finding the averages of 5 runs after a time 
of 7r/3 . Only 100 points were used for this purpose 
because of the large run times involved. The error 
estimates should be proportional to 1/7N. See Table 3.
1 0 0
Table 3
Case N time
Statistical
I 
•
1 
w
 
1 
• 
1 
H
 
1 
■
1 
PS 
1
deviations
l 
t 
1 
H> 
1 
1 
O 
1 
l 
i-S 
l
<x> <P> var x varp
Initial 1000 0 .02 .01 .03 .03
1. 100 jt/3 .05 .16 .06 .08
2. 100 • « .04 .12 .28 .20
3. 100 • • .06 .04 .02 .04
4. 100 • • .02 .13 .03 .04
4. 200 • • .01 .08 .04 .03
5.5 Conclusions
We see that the approximate numerical technique 
introduced in this thesis has given very encouraging 
results in incorporating the quantum effect over the 
purely classical motion. The results show the method to 
be most suited to mixed states, as was originally 
intended.
The sources of errors in this method ,due to a 
finite number of representative points, large 
annihilation distances, and the necessity for smearing 
widths may all well be reduced , but will involve more 
computer time and memory storage. Such efforts may be 
undertaken in the future.
Chapter 6
6.1 Summary
Our main objective was to develop a numerical 
procedure to study the quantum Liouville equation for 
systems that are quasi-classical . For such systems, the 
first order quantum correction is sufficient to describe 
its time evolution.
The procedure incorporates the first order quantum 
effect as a Markovian stochastic process in a phase 
space formulation of the quantum Liouville equation, 
viz, the Wigner formulation.
Using this method, the time evolution of a class of 
initial state Wigner distributions, representing various 
mixed states, was studied. The model Hamiltonian used 
pertained to an anharmonic quartic potential . The 
results were then compared with the purely classical and 
exact results. The comparisons show that there is an 
overall improvement effected by our procedure over the 
purely classical motion. The method gives improved 
results for functions that represent highly mixed 
states.
1 0 2
6.2 Future Applications
So far, we have considered only a one dimensional 
case. The method may be extended to the study of higher 
dimensions. Whereas in conventional grid techniques the 
computing needs in a 3-D calculation increases as the 
cubic power ,here we anticipate an increase only by a 
factor of 3. (This is because each representative point 
now has 3 components.)
The method is also suited for the numerical study 
of many-body systems which interact via a local density 
dependent mean-field such as in TDHF calculations.
Such applications include the study of heavy ion 
collisions where the nuclear densities have slow spatial 
and momentum variations. Despite the computational 
errors involved (which increase in time) the method will 
be suited for such studies because the time of 
interaction is of the order of 2n and hence numerical 
dissipative effect would not have become a predominant 
source of error.
It is also hoped that the algorithm will be suited 
to the study of few body problems. A substantial gain in 
computing efficiency may be obtained by a reduction from 
a 6n dimensional grid-space to n representative points, 
where n denotes the number of bodies involved.
As pointed out earlier, the sources of errors in 
this method ,due to a finite number of representative
points and large annihilation distances, may be reduced, 
but will involve more computer time and memory storage. 
Such efforts may be undertaken in the future.
Appendix 1
An Introduction to quantum Liouville Equation:
The density operator formalism of quantum mechanics 
This is an alternate formulation of quantum 
mechanics and is most suited for the study of mixed 
states. Now a pure state $ (x) is a state of maximum 
information and can be represented by a vector in 
Hilbert space. The state can be represented as a density 
operator
p  =  | $ > < i r |
A mixed state occurs in situations where one cannot 
define the state of the system with certainity because 
of the 'lack of complete information'. Hence only a 
probability distribution can be assigned for the system 
to be in one of the many states. Averages are calculated 
over an ensemble of states. The density operator is 
given by
p = I P(a) |*a><®al 
where P(a) is the probability that the system is in 
state |®a> with the following properties:
(i) P(a) & 0
(ii) I P(a) = 1
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(iii) The expectation value of an operator A is 
<A> = tr ip A]
The time evolution of the density matrix is derived 
from Schrodinger equation and is given by the equation 
i fi dp/dt — [H,p]
This is the von Neumann or the Quantum Liouville 
equation. The solution is given as
p (t) = exp(-iHt/fi) /> (0) exp(iHt/A)
Appendix 2
Appendix 2.1 
« x p  | mn>
Special Case x = p = 0
«00|mn» = J dy <-Jy|m> <n|ly>
= J dy Nm exp(-y2/8) Hm (-y/2) Nn exp(-y2/8)
X Hn (y/2)
= (-l)m Nm Nn Jdy exp(-y2/4) Hm (y/2) Hn (y/2) 
= (—1)n 2 for m = n
= 0 otherwise
Symmetries of « x p l m n »
«xp|mn» = J dy eipy <x-Jy|mxn|x+iy>
«xp|nm» = J dy e ^ y  <x-ly|nxm|x+Jy>
= J dy e"iPy<x+iy |nxm|x-Jy>
= « x p  | m n »  *
« - x  -p | m n »  = J dy e"*Py <-x-Jy|mxn[-x+ly>
= J dy e"^Py (-l)m+n <x+iy|mxn|x-iy>
- j_ijm+n J ^  eipy <x-iy|mxn|x+iy>
= (-1)m+n « x p  | m n »
«-xp|mn» = (-l)m+n «xp|mn»*
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Appendix 2.2
Density matrix elements for initial distribution 
fw(x,p,0) = 2exp[ (-0 (x - x q ) 2/k2 -0k2(p-po)2]
<X-iy|p0 lx+ly> = 2tt J" e_ipy £*a(XfP/°) dP
= 3^ e -p (x-x0) 2/k2 f e-ipy-0k2 (p-p0)2dp
it
= i _  e (-)3(X-Xo)2/k2 -j8k2Po2
7T
J e-y3k2p2+p(-iy+2p0J9k2) dp
l , (-/9 (x-x0) 2/k2 -(y2/40k2)-iypo)
" (?r0k2 ) *
Appendix2.3
To evaluate <q|pqIs>
<qIp oIs> = / dx dy <q[x-Jyxx-}y|po|x+iyxx+iy|s> 
substitute
<x-iy|/>0lx+*y>
0 ( 1 1* exp((-0(x-xo)2/k2 -(y2/40k2 -iyp0)
7T0k2
and
<q|x-iy > = Nq exp(-(x-iy)2/2) Hq(x-iy) 
gives
<q|p01s> “ N1 exp(-0xo2/k2)
Jdxdy exp(-)91x2-^2y2+ 3^5£Xo-iyPo) Hq(x-iy) Hs(x+ly) 
where Nx = Nq Ns / (ir0k2) *
/?! = 1 + 0/k2
@2 ~ (1 + V0» k2) )/4
03 = 20XO/ k 2
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Now
Hq(x-iy) = a 9 exp(-z12+2z1 (x-iy)|zi=0 
Z1
<q|pols> - Nx exp(-/9x02/k2) a <3 3 s exp(-zx2 -z22)
Z1 z2
Jdx dy exp(-/81x2-^2y2+^3xx0-iyP0+2zl(x“iy)+2z2(x+iy))
=Ni exp(-^XQ2/kz) 3 q a s exp(-zjL2-Z22)
Z1 z2
Jdx exp(-^1x2+x(/93x0+2 (z^+z2))
Jdy exp(-^2y2+y(-ip0+(z2-z1))
= exp(-y9XQ2/k2) a a s exp(-z12-z22)
Z1 z2
(“ )1 exp[(^3x0+2(z1+z2)2/4^1]
(J )* exp[(-ip0+(z2-z1))2/4^2]
=N2 exp( (-j0xo2/k2 +()932X02/4)91)-Po2/4^2)
a *3 exp(-z12^4+z1^6)
Z1
a B exp(-z22/94+z2/S6* +Z]_z2^5 ) ] Zi=0 
z2 z2=0
where
N2=Ni7t/(£i/92) *
= 1 /[k(2<3+s qls! ^ i ^ 2) i]
£4 = 1 - d  /J®1> “ (1 /4/*2>
J05 = (2/02.) ~ (1 /2^2>
>96 ° (03x£)/01> + i(Po/2^2)
Consider
a s exp(~z12^4+z^g)
*1
aS_ exp(-z22^4+Z2/36*+zlz2^5) I zl=° C1)
2 Z2=0
Now consider
a s exp(“Z22/94 +Z2 (^6*+z1^5) I z2=0 (2)
z2
Let
z2204 =  ^22 
z2 (/36*+z 1^35) = 2^2?20 
Therefore expression (2) becomes
= (04)S/2 3 S exp(-?22 + 2£2£20) U 2=0 
£ 2
= (^4) s/2 Hs (?2o)
with
£20 = (g7^4) (06* + zl)»5)
Substituting in (2)
= (04)s/2 3 9 exp(-z12^4 +zx06) Hs (£20) IZ1 
Z1
q
= (^4)S/2 I Pi a r Hb(?20)3 q"r exp(-Zl2^4 +z106) 
r r!(q-r)I Zi Zi
Now
Hsr — _si—  Hs-r
(s-r)!
a r h s (£2o > I (zi “ °)
zi
Ill
and
8 9“r exp(-z12^4+Zi/3g) I z _o = ^4) fg"r^/2 Hq_r (£6/204* > 
zi 1
finally 
<q|/>0!s> =
1 f gjs! )* exp[ (-j9x02/k2) + (£32xO2/40i) “ (Po2/4£2) ] 
k 2 ^ s/9^!^2
min(q,s)
5 r M q - r m s - r j l ^ s / ^  « r r ( W W 4 * )
HS-r(^6*/2^4i)
Appendix 2.4
The following quantities occur in the expressions 
for the moments.
<x>mn = & I « x p  | m n »  x dx dp
2jt
= L  NmNn J dy eipy " x2 “y2/4 Hm (x-iy)Hn (x+ly)x dxdp
2jr
Using
Jeipy dp = 2* s (y)
Je“x2 Hm (x)Hn+1(x)dx = 2m ml Jn 5m#n+1 
and the recurrence formula
2x Hn (x) = Hn+1(x) + 2n Hn_!(x)
gives
<x>mn = P NmNn Je”*2 Hj„(x)Hn (x) x dx
= (/S/2) [7(2m) £m,n+l * 7(2m+2) 51n/j|**l 1
1 1 2
<P>mrrNmNn£ J V  eipy'x2_y2/4 Ha (x-ly)Hn (x+iy) p dx dp
2jt
Using
J dp eipy p = -2wi 6 '(y)
Jf(y) S 1(y) dy = -(d/dy) f(y) | y=Q
d_ f(x-y) = - d_ f(x-y) 
dy dx
gives
<P>mn = NmNn Jdx e"x2 [Ha *(x)Hn (x)-Ha (x)Hn »(x)]
2
with
Hn «(x) = 2n Hn_!(x)
and
J*e ^m(x) ^n+ltx) dx = 2m 5m #n+l
<P>mn = —&• i[“7m *n,m-l + J (m+i) ^m,n-l 3 
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<x2>mn=NmNn& JdY eipy”x2"(y2/4)Ha (x-ly)Hn(x+iy) x2 dx dp
2jt
= P Nm Nn Jdx e~x2 x Ha (x) x Hn (x)
= { p / 2 ) [(m+l)5m+x,n+l + 7((»+2)(m+l))5n+1/n-i 
+7(m(m-l) $m-ifn+1 + m 5m-l,n-l ^
<P2>mn=NmNnd'dy eipy~x2 "<y2/4)Ha (x-4y)Hn (x+iy) p2 dx dp 
2jt
Using
J eipy p2 dp = -2n 6n (y)
J f(y) fi"(y) <3y = f"(y) I y = 0
(d/dy) H(x-y) = -(d/dx) H(x-y) 
we have
<P2>mn = “ P % Nn Je“X2 C“iHmHn + (V 4 ) % " H n-
4Hm 'Hn '+(l/4)HmHn«]
~{p/2) [5m,n ” 7(®“(m-l)) 5m-2,n + 2m5m-l,n-l 
-7 ((m+2)(m+1)) 5m,n-2 3
<xp>mn=NmNn .^ Jdy eipy“x2" (y2/4)Hm (x-iy)Hn (x+ly) xp dx dp
2tt
= - M  J e”X2 x [Hm 'Hn ~ HmHn'3 dx 
2
= -/Si J e“x2 x [mHm-a. Hn - n H^n-! ] dx 
= i^/4 [-7 (m(m-l)) 5m-l,n+l +7 ((m+1) (m+2)) *m,n-2 3
Appendix 3
appendix 3.1
(Lc + L«)At
perturbative expansion of e_______ to second order in At
e (Lc+Lq) At o eLcAt + J ^ a t  i e (At-t') Lc Lq eLt'
(this can be proved by taking time derivatives on both 
sides)
= eLcAt + JQ dt' e (At"t')Lc Lq e Lct'
+ /*«■ eLo(t'-f)Lq .lot;..
The second term is
- eLcAt At [e-LcAt/2 eLcAt/2 ^
The third term is
■ J*If [t,eLc (t.-tV 2) Lg eLct V 2  j
■ eLcAtJ^dt' t' e " ^ ' L g  e Lct'/2 Lq eLct '/2
Considering an average value of t' «= At/2
= eL<=AtAt(At/2) e~LcAt/2Lq eLcAt/4 Lq eL<=At/4
= (At) 2/2 e“LcAt/£q2 eL°At/2 
Hence we have
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e (Lc+Lg)At = eLcAt + eLcAt/2[LgAt +Lg2(At)2/2] eLcAt/2
= eLCAt* + e LcAt/2 |.fiLqAt e LcAt/2
Appendix 3.2
Alternate Expansion of e^c + Lq)At 
Consider an operator
A(At) = eLcAt e "*Lc +Lq)At eLqAt
Consider the power series expansion
A(At) = A(0) + At A'(0) + At2/2 A"(0) + .......
A(0) = 1
A . = & L
A d(At)
=_eLcAtLq e'<Lc+Lq)At + eLcAt e“ (Lc+Lq) AtLg eLqAt
A*(0) = -Lq + Lq = 0
Similarly
A"(0) = [Lg,Lc]
Therefore we have 
eLcAt e -(Lc+Lg)AteLqAt = ± + (At2/2)[Lq, Lc]
e-(Lc+Lq)At_ e“LcAt e“LqAt+ (At2/2) e-L<=At[Lq/Lc] e"LqAt
+ ......
Appendix 4.1
Appendix 4
3 3
Evaluation of l(p,a) = e aa ^8p fia (p) 
Small a expansion
_ 1   -aa3/3P3 e“P2/2*2
7 (jt2 )« e
_  y (-l)na 3n e-P2/2«2 
V  (2jt ) ce £  111 a P  (1)
Now Rodrigues formula is 
Hn (x) = (-l)n ex2 dxn e"x
from which
a x 3 n  e - x 2 =  (- 1 )3 n e  - X 2 H 3 n ( x)
which substituted in (1) gives
2 2
I = (7(2tt)«)_1E a n e~p /2a2 H3n (p/72«) .
n! (72a)
P  1 - >  co
For large p ’ a more suitable form is the integral 
representation 
I = Re /2 In' I i J e l P ' l ^ t i a 1*3 -(xVlP'l* ) ± ix)dx
tr a 0
(In ± the -ive sign is for p 1 negative). This is 
evaluated by the method of steepest descent. Along the
path of constant phase, there should be a contribution
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from the end point(origin) and a contribution from the 
saddle point.
Contribution from the origin
We show here that the contribution from the origin is 
pure imaginary. In the complex z plane the integral is
For | p ’ | -> co , along the steepest path only an 
infinitesimally small
path near the origin contributes. Let the path of 
constant phase be
For small values of s the second exponential is Taylor 
expanded, the path of steepest descent being defined by 
the first exponential.
c
e lP'l3/2(ia'z3-zVlP'11 ±iz) d2 (1)
Then 
I =
e*®= + i gives 0 = ± jt/2
or z = ± is
i.e the path is along the imaginary axis. 
Substituting in (1)
I = ±ij“elp '|3/2E±a's3 ± s2/lP'l* " s3ds
This integral is pure imaginary and therefore does
not contribute to I.
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Position of the Saddle Point 
With
f(z) = ia'z3 - (z2/lP'l*) ± iz
the position of the maxima(s.p.) is given by f'(z0) = 0
Zq — [1± (l+3a'p')J]
6a'|p1I *
We have 3 cases
(i) l+Sa'p' > 0 :both z0 lie on the imaginary axis.
The root closest to the origin is chosen.
(ii) 3a'p' = 0 : both roots collapse to a single
point on the imaginary axis.
(iii) l+3a'p' < 0 : both roots obtain real components.
The root on the real positive half plane is chosen. 
fl±3a' Ip ' M >  0
For large p'(in what follows p'denotes the magnitude)
I =
p,leP'3/2 f(20)JeP ,3/2Ci(Z"Z0)2f"(20)+(Z-z0)3fn(20)/6]dz
C
With
f''(z0) « ±2p,_i (l±3a'p') * 
f •' ' (z q ) = 6ia'
= se
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idz-z0 
We choose the -ive sign as this is the first root 
along the imaginary axis and only 0 - e contributes 
along the integral.
Therefore
j = ei0 Jce“P '(l±3a'p')*s2e2i0+ia'pl3/2s3e3l0ds 
Choose the path such that
e2^0 = 1  which gives 0 = 0
x = J^e-p'(l+“3a'p')ls2+ia'p'3/2s3ds
which gives
I = Re(y2Jroc)“1ep,3/2f(z0 ^  f i a n 11 rrf3n+U/21
n![1 ± 3a'p'|(3n+l)/4
l-3a»p' < 0
I = p.l eP'3/2f(zo) ei0
|ceip» |l+-3a'p' | *s2e2i0+ ia'p'3/2s3e3i0ds
Now choose the path such that
e2i0_ ^ which gives 0 = jt/4 
Therefore
I) d s - J '  d s e - P ' l1 4
i a . p . 3 / 2 s 3 e 3 i " / 4  _ i a . p . 3 / 2 s 3 e - 3 i . / 4
[ e r + e ]
=J0I ( ia 'p ,3/ 2 )n(s3e3i,r/ 4 )n[ l+ (- l )n]e"Pl l1±3a'P' I *®2 ds
- p'“i I fia'e3iff/4 )n rrf3n+l)/2]
n even n! |l±3a'p' | (3n+l)/4
I = Re,/2 ep '3y/2f(zo)+i?r/4 £ rja »e3i7r/M rrf3n+lWai 
ffee n even nl | l±3a'p' | (3n+l)/4
l-Sa'p* ~ 0
The general expression is 
x, = ei0 J£ e±p'(l±3a«p»)*s2e2i0+ ia'p'3/2s3e3i0 ds
Choose the path such that
e3^0 = i which gives 0 = it/ 6
I. = e1*/® f  e±5s2ei’/3 - ks3 dsJ -e
where
5 = p'(l±3a'p')i 
k = a'p'3/2 
a.fl+3a»Ip 1M  > 0
Since the maxima lies on the imaginary axis only 0
- e contributes(the -ive sign is chosen as this is the 
nearest root.
I' = eiff/6 f y f-fis2eiff/3^n e-lcs3 ds 
0 n!
X =
Re./2 eP l3/2f (Zo)+i,r/6^ f-fi±3a»pM*eijr/3)nrr f2n+l)/3l 
3jrcc nl a' (2n+!)/3
1 2 1
b. fl+3a»Ip * n  < 0
Choose the +ive sign for the root which lies on the 
right half plane.
I- = ei0 Jlsess2e2ie+ iks3e3i°dS
Split the integral into two parts
_ ei8l JeetB2e2l8l+iks3e3i°ls+ei82 j;SS=e2i®2 - *.3.3152 
0 0 
For the first integral, the path is 
that
e3i0i _ ^ which gives 0^ = n/6 
and for the second integral
e3^<s2 = _i which gives 02 ~ n/2
1 = ei’'/6j;ess!ei’r/3‘S f  ♦ e*”/2 /;.*•— ±*- ks3ds
o i(n+l)jr/3 + ei(n+i)jr  ^ s2n e~k£j3ds
= [ e i n^ + i ^,r/ 3 + ] rr f2n+ll/31
nl 3 k ( 2 n + l ) / 3
X =  Re./2 e p , 3 / 2 f ( z 0 ) I  f l ± 3 a ' p M S / 2  r r ( 2 n - H ) / 3 1
3tt°c nl a , ( 2 n + l ) / 3
x  [ei(n+i)7r/3+ gi(n+i)* 3
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Prove J(p,a) = J(-p,-a)
Now for the Gaussian distribution
K P , a )  r e l a y 3 + i p y " “ y2 d y
2 JT “<0
and
I ( - p , - a )  = _ i _  !  e - l a y 3  - i p y  - “ y2 d y
2tt
= I(p,a)
by a change of variables y' = -y . Hence 
J(p,a) = I(p,a) -6 (p)
= J(-Pr-a)
Appendix 5.2
The function may be reconstructed using a complete set
of normalised Harmonic Oscillator Wave functions. This
motivation is derived from the initial state being of
the Gaussian form.
A delta function may be represented as
6 (x-xf) = <x|x*>
= X <S£|nxn|x'> 
n
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where j n> is a complete set of orthormal Harmonic
Oscillator states. Hence the density at any point is
p(x,p) = .2.7t_ 2 <x|nxp|m> 2 <n|Xj><m|pj> (1)
n,m i
The summation over i is converted to a summation 
over a grid.
£<n|Xi><m|pi> = 2 w(xj,xk)<n|xj><m|xk> ( 2)
Suitably scaled Harmonic oscillator wave functions must 
be used for rapid convergence.
<x[n> = Nn e~x2/2ff2 Hn (x/a) (3)
where Nn is the Normalization factor.
Nn — \ / (ai(2nn!7Tr)J 
From 1,2,3 we get 
p (x,p)
=_2* l N n 2Nm2 e - x 2 / 2 a x 2 -p2/2(7P2 H n t x / a x J H n f p / a p J W j n n
N/9 n,m 
where
Wmn=EwCxj,xk )e'xj2/2<’x2- * k V 2 V  Hn (XJA,x ) Hm (Xk/»p)
j/k
We must truncate the m,n series to obtain a smooth 
function.Hence a renormalization may be done as follows.
R J />a (x'P) dxdP = 2 */fi 
where R is the normalization factor.
Hence
_22E_ = Y, Nn2^m2 *n ^m wmn
/9R n,m 
where
In =  J  e"x2/2a2 Hn(x/a) dx
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= 0 for n odd
= J* f2n) ! ( _1_ -1 )n 
n! 2 a2
finally
P (3C7p) = R  p a ( X , p )
Appendix 5.3
It will be shown that even though the long tine 
averages of the classical and quantum motions differ, 
Ehrenfest's theorem is valid for every instant of time.
Ehrenfest's Theorem
This states that the quantum and classical averages 
are the same for a given distribution.
We now proceed to show that the quantum motion by 
itself does not change the average position and momenta 
from the classical average at any instant of time.
To first order in At we have
fw (x,p,t+At) = e (Lq+Lc)At fw(X/Pft)
= eLqAt e ^ t  fM <x,p,t) 
= eLqAfc fuc (X,p,t)
where fwC(x,p#t) is the distribution after the
classical motion. The average after the quantum motion 
is
<p> = J fwc(x'p't+At) p dx dp
= /[ eL<iA\ c {x,P't) ] p dx dp 
= J eL<3AtfwC(x,p',t) S(p-p') p dx dp dp'
= J f (x,p',t)dx dp'[eaa3/3p33^ Jei(p_p,)g dp dy
2jt
= 1__ J f (x,p',t)dx dp'e~ip'y Je-iay3+iPy p dp dy
2n coC
= fc J* fwC(x,p',t)dx dp' e"ip,y_iay3 (-2*1)* *(y) dy
= -i J fwc(x,p'#t) dx dp* Je"ip,y"iay3 6 1(y) dy 
By using the following relations
J g(y) «'(y) ay = - g'(o) 
g(y) = e-ip'y-iays
g ’ (y) =(-ip'-3iay2) 
g'to) = -ip'
gives
<P> = J fa>c(x/P'/t) P' dx dP'
This shows that the average of p in time At remains 
unchanged by the quantum motion. A similar proof holds 
for <x>. This verifies Ehrenfest's theorem.
However
d<p>/dt = - <V V>
The R.H.S. is dependent on the distribution. In Chapter 
2 it is seen that the quantum distribution is clearly 
different from the classical over large intervals of 
time. This difference in the distribution,originating in
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quantum effects causes the rate of change in the 
classical averages to be different for the purely 
classical and exact developments.
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Stochastic Quantum Development - using a discrete
differentiation process
A delta function in phase space may be denoted as 
<x/p|x£/pi/cr> where Xj_,Pi are the co-ordinates and a is 
the sign of the point.
|x,p,a> - a ix,p>
The quantum development is given by,
— 9  ,
( e“ P- 1) <xfp|xi,Pi> = <x,p|e P1- l)|Xi,Pi> 
for a -> 0 ,
( eaaPi -l)|Xi,Pi> » a3pi |xi#Pi>
Define
aapi|X£,Pi> = Lt IXj,Pj+AP> - IXj.Pj=AB>_ 
Ap->0 2Ap
aaD3 |x,p/a>
Hence 
*P
= Lt a_ ( |X,p+3Ap,a>-|X/p-3Ap,a>+3 |x,p-Ap,<7>
Ap—>0 (2Ap)3
- 3lX,p+Ap,a>)
= a 4 [1 ( |x,p+3Ap,cr> + |x,p-3Ap,-ff>)
8Ap3 4
+ 1_ (|x,p-Ap,ff> + |X,p+Ap,-<r>) ]
4
The creation probability is A = a/(2Ap3). The jump
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probabilities are 1/4 for a pair of + points to be 
created symmetrically at distances p ± 3Ap and 3/4 for 
a pair to be created at p ± Ap.
Numerical Test
For a test function a gaussian form is considered.
fcc(p) = (1 /V (2tt) a) e -P2/2«2 
We follow through the algorithm as given in Chapter 4.
Results
The figures 39-40 compare the exact curve for
(e“a3P -l)f(p) with the stochastic curves. It is seen 
that this simple differentiation process gives a 
remarkable agreement with the exact curve. However the 
figures4o show that one has to be very careful in 
setting the annhilation (bin-size)distances.
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figures 39-40 
These pictures compare the stochastic development 
with the exact using a discrete differentiation process 
for the delta function.
fig 39. a* = .1 , «-l = 1 , Ap = .3, N = 5000 a=.001 
top left - variation with statistics for 3 
different runs.
top right - variation with N=1000,5000,10000 
bottom left- variation with a-.001,.002,.01 
bottom right-variation with Ap=.2,.3,.4
fig 40. These pictures study the effect of variation of 
bin-sizes(or annihilation distance) 
top- Ap = .3 with bin-size=.05,.1,.2,.3,.4 
bottom left Ap =.2 with bin-size=.1,.2,.3 
bottom right Ap=.4 with bin-size=.2,.3,.4
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Figure 39. Comparison of exact with stochastic curves
Discrete differentiation
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Figure 40. Comparison of exact with stochastic curves
Discrete differentiation
Appendix B
Quantum Development using The Lorentzian Distribution 
The Lorentzian distribution is given by
and the quantum motion is given by
J(a,p) = I(a,p) -6oc(p)
The integral is evaluated in Appendix B.l
Numerical test
The test function is now of the form 
f«(P) = 2 Re(i/z) = 2<x/(oc2 + p2)
The representative points are smeared by Lorenzians of 
width a 1
z = p + i a
with an integral representation
Let
-a a3I(a,p) = e a5P 6a (p)
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f««(P-Pi> = 2oc 1 / (a 1 2 + (P-Pi)2) 
where « ' «  a
We follow the same algorithm as in Chapter 4
Results and Conclusions
The stochastic curves show fair consistency for all 
the variables. However, the negative and outer regions 
do not match very well with the exact curve.
It is concluded that the Lorentzian function is 
less suitable than the Gaussian as a smearing function.
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figures 41-42.
fig 41. The exact quasi-classical development for a 
lorentzian function.
Top- Functions I(p,a) and J(p,a) for values of 
a = .05,.1
Bottom left- Function J(p,a) for a = .001
Bottom Right- J'+ for a=.001
Dotted line is for J+ and solid line for J_.
fig 42. Comparisons of stochastic development with the 
exact.
top left- Variation with statistics for 3 
different runs.
top right- Variation with N=1000,5000,10000 
bottom left- Variation with a=.004,.002,.001 
bottom right- Variation with bin-size=.05,.1,.2
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Figure 41. Exact quantum development of a Lorentzian
Distribution
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Figure 42. Comparison of exact with stochastic curve
for Lorentzian distribution
Appendix B.l 
Evaluation of the Ifp.a^
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I(p,a) = e"aaP35a(p) = Re (1/*) J*Q eiay3+izy dy
= Re(l A)a“(1/3) J e 1x3 +irx dx 
where ay3 = x3 ; {• = a”1^ 3 z ? z = p + ia
Small Ir I expansion |j- | -> 0 
Let
1 (5*) = a “V 3 J eix3+ 1 f xdx 
For small j; expand e ^ x in series.
i . ( r ) - « - V 3  J e1*3; *>" dx
n 11 *
which gives
Kr,a) =Re 1 , ei,r/6 J (irei,r/6 )n r[(n+l)/3] 3 ^ 7 T-  - --------
Large Irl expansion
For large | j: | asymptotic methods have to be 
considered. For this a more suitable form of the 
integral is needed.
Let f (x) = x3 + 5:x
= IT13/2 (t3 + teifl ) 
with t = (x/7 |rl) and j* = |j:| eiff
Then
1 (5-) = Reifl* /(ffaV3) J e 1 1 f I 3^2 <t3 + tei0)dt
0
The integral is evaluated by the methodof steepest 
descent in the complex plane. There is a contribution 
from the origin and from the saddle point with
f(t) = i|f|3/2 (t3 + teie )
The position of the saddle point (t0) is given by
to - ±A*i,/2
Paths of constant phase
The phase for the integrand in
f ef(t) dt is oft) = Im f(t)
C
With y 1rI t = u + iv 
o(u,v) = u3 -3uv2 + ucosfl -vsinfl 
Path of constant phase is given by 
0 (u,v) = constant = c 
It is easy to show that 
c(origin) = 0 
cfto) “ 2/3 sin(30/2)
Paths with phase c{origin) and c(s.p) are drawn for 
various values of e . See fig 43.
figure 43
These figures show paths of constant phase on a 
complex plane for the function
e £ <t>
with f(t) a t3 + t eu
The constant phases selected are those which pass 
through the origin(o) and through the saddle-point(+)
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Figure 43. Paths of constant phase
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From a study of these paths, the integral may be split 
into 2 contributions depending on the value of 6 .
There are 4 cases:
(i) <3* 11 o i Iorigin + i Is.p.
(ii) o < e < 120“ i “ "^origin
(iii) e = 120° i ^■origin + i ^s.p.
(iv) e > 120° i ” ■^origin + I s.p.
^origin
Along the path of steepest descent for | jr I -> ® 
only a very small region from origin contributes to the 
integral. Let
I'(f) - I ei 'fl3/a<t3 + teU >dt
with
t ■= seiB
K  _ j;ei|f|3/ 2 [B3 e3i® + *>] eie ds
Because s is very small between the limits taylor expand 
the cubic term.
x - f y  (lk l3/2 «!■«?* ■  )n e i|rl3/ 2Bei(9+9 >i» ds
J 0 L n!
With the steepest path defined by
0 — jt/2 ~ 6
It_r.filcl 3^ 2 e3i(ff/2~g) )neiU/2-^)J-es3n e - l r | 3/ 2sds 
Now
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JQs3n ^ sds = J0s3n ^ s ds for | f | ->®
which gives
Origin - ^  „f3”] ^ | 3/2j 2n+l sin[ (3n+l) * ]
The s.p. is at
4. = _ 1_ ei5/2t0 - y3 e
Taylor expand near tg . 
I =
J°e k |3/2 (f(to) + i(t-t0)2f f ( t 0) + (t-t0)3f.«(t0)/6) dt 
to — €
= e iri3/2f(t0)j ey3iri3/2 (t-t0)2eifl/2+ i|? |3/2 (t-t0)3t
(i)
Choose the path such that
t-to ” .s e* ®
Then integral in (1) becomes
x . . J* ^sirIva...!(*/»«•) + i l N 3/2S3 e3iBeie as 
— £
Now for the path of steepest descent 0 is defined by 
9/2 + 20 = jt
llas ei(V2-0/4)J e-y3|f|3/2s2 +i|r|3/2s3e3i(,r/2^ /4>ds 
The integral in (2) is split into two ^
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J*e*V3|r|3/2s=+ i |f i3/2s3e3ic’r/2_<?/4)ds 
+ j;e^ 3I N 3/2s3 -ilrl3/2B3 .3i(,/a-#/4)
= ! + + ! _
which gives
_ Re i f2/3./3) r3^2 r(3n+l)/2
aV3(3f)V4 e I (Sfpn/I n!even
For 6 = 0 ,
t0 = i/73
! _ J e lr|3/2f(t0)- 3|ri3/2(t-t0)*+i|r|3/2(t-t0)3dt
Jco
0 contributes to the integral on the 
right half plane.
I= Re e -(2/3y3)|f||/2 j )n r[(3n+l)/2]
2ffa V 3 ( 3 |r |)l/4 (3 | f | ) y -----------
FLOW CHARTS
Initial Assignment of Neighbour:
Create 2 lists containing x & p variables with the 
corresponding addresses in the main list
Listx,Listp
I
Sort each list by x S p 
I
Main list 
________  Xi,pi,adrsi
I I
j find adrss in listx
I I
| find adrsi in listp
I I
| from position x± find 5 forward and 5 backward
j addresses in listx : store in adrsx
I I
| repeat for Pi,store in adrsp
I I
| find common addresses in arrays adrsx & adrsp
j and store in xadrs
I I
| find the distances
I dk = E(Xi-xk)2 + (Pi-Pk)2P
I I
select the 4 nearest neighbours and attatch 
to structure of x^,Pi
I
  next x^iPi
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A shortest path to locate nearest neighbours
The points (xn,pn) that do not undergo hopping are 
attatched to the main list .The nearest neighbour is 
found by a shortest path as follows:
Let the first choice be 
nbr = p a r e n t p i )
I
find it's distance
dm = [(*i“xn>2 + (Pi-Pn)2 3 *
I_______________________________________
I
I
dl = dm
compare distances with 4 
nearest neighbours of nbr 
and swith over to the nearest 
I
I
searches now among 
neighbours of latest 
nearest neighbour 
(a linked search)
I
-< J < 4 ? > yes------------ <dl=dm?>-no-
I no | yes
dj=[(xj-xn)2+(pj-pn)2]* |
I Return nbr
<d-« < dm ? >— yes-—
* I
J = J+l
dffi = dj 
nbr = txjrPj)
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Nearest Neighbour Annihilation
This procedure sorts among the nearest neighbours.
xijPi
store the addresses of 4 nbrs.and it's 
nbrs. in array A 
I
sort the array by distance
I
select the nearest nbr. j
dj ° [(Xi-Xj)1 + (Pi-Pj )*■ ]*
<^i & d^ < annihildis ? > yes-
T no J |
delete old nbrs annihilate both
| points
I I
store new 4 nearest nbrs |
I_______________________________ I
I
  next Xj_,pi
Annihilate
To annihilate 2 points i & j from main list
First goto inverse neighbour list of each and 
proceed to remove i & j as neighbours
I
Next disconnect i & j from the main list
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